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Looking for the best camera app for iPhone? Is the built-in iPhone Camera app good enough? Or do you need more powerful manual iPhone camera controls? In this article, you will find the 4 best camera apps for iPhone. And we help you choose the best iPhone camera app for your needs.1. Built-in iPhone Camera
AppBest For: Take photos and videos in most situationsCamera app comes by default on all iPhonesEasy to capture high-quality photos and videosBlur background with Portrait modeKatur amazing photos in low light with night modeRealmoth photos with Live PhotosShoot incredible action images with burst modeShoot
HDR photos with perfect exposurePrice: FREEThe built-in iPhone Camera app is perfect for most shooting situations. It has many great features and it is very easy to use. In fact, it may be the only camera app you need! With this app, you can take high-quality photos, videos, videos, videos, and slow motion. With
portrait mode, you can blur the background for professional-looking portrait images. And you can add studio light effects with the Portrait Lighting feature. If you have iPhone 11, 11 Pro, 11 Pro Max, XS, XS Max or XR, portrait mode will be even better! On these iPhones, you can control the strength of the background
blur. If you have an older phone with portrait mode, don't worry. You can always use a third-party app (which is covered later in this article) to adjust background blur. If you have an iPhone 11 models, you have the amazing new night mode feature. This allows you to capture incredible color and detail when taking
pictures in low light and at night. The iPhone 11 cameras also use the Deep Fusion feature to capture better texture and detail in medium to low light. The built-in Camera app also has a Pano mode for taking ultra-wide panoramic photos. And the Live Photo option allows you to create exciting moving photos that bring
your photos to life. You can set iPhone camera focus manually to ensure that the subject is always sharp. And you can easily adjust the exposure to control the image light. You can also take HDR photos. HDR combines multiple exposures to create a single well-exposed image. It's perfect for capturing more color and
detail in high contrast scenes, such as landscapes. If you slide the shutter button to the left (or hold it down on older iPhones), the burst mode is activated. This is essential for capturing action images of moving subjects. If you have an iPhone camera with two or three lenses, you can zoom in and out using wide, ultra
wide and telephoto lenses. (Different iPhone models have different combinations of these lenses). As you can see, the built-in Camera app is an incredible camera. It has an impressive range of iPhone camera settings. And it's the best camera app for iPhone photography in most shooting situations. However, the
Camera app does not have DSLR-like manual For example, you cannot adjust the shutter speed, ISO, or white balance. For manual checking of the settings, you need a third-party camera app. Let's explore the camera features of each one of these apps... 2. VSCO AppBest For: Manual control of focus, shutter speed,
ISO and white balanceControl shutter speed and ISO settingsUse white balance To fine-tune colorSet separate focus and exposure pointsAljust focus and exposure manuallyCtur images in JPEG or RAW formatBuild in photo editor with elegant film-inspired filtersPrice: FREE (with additional editing tools and filters
available with annual subscription)VSCO (pronunciation Visco) is known for its photo editing tools and filters. In fact, it's one of the best filter apps for iPhone.But VSCO is also the best free camera app for iPhone (apart from the built-in iPhone Camera app). This app allows you to control shutter speed, ISO, white
balance, exposure and manual focus. The settings are easy to access from the bottom of the screen. And adjustments are made using a simple slider. One of the most interesting settings in VSCO is the Shutter Speed slider. Why? Because it controls how movement is portrayed in your photos. Fast shutter speeds
freeze movement. And slow shutter speeds blur any movement in the scene. Use a slow shutter speed to create beautiful images with long exposure like the one below. Another useful setting is white balance. This allows you to control how hot (orange) or cool (blue) the colors appear in your photo. The ISO setting
controls the camera's light sensitivity. A high ISO setting can be useful for creating brighter exposures in low light. Although you need to be careful, you do not end up with grainy images that are a common side effect of high ISO settings. Like the built-in Camera app, tap to set focus and exposure. But you can also
separate focus and exposure points. This makes it easy to focus on a part of the image while exposing another area. For optimal control of focus, use the manual focus slider to fine-tune which area of the image is displayed sharply. You can easily view grids on the screen, which helps you compose better images. The
grid is especially useful when you apply the third-place rule. There is also a tilt target that tells you when you keep your iPhone perfectly level. This is convenient to get the horizon right in your photos. Finally, VSCO has the ability to shoot in RAW format as well as standard JPEG. RAW files are better quality than JPEG
images. And they give more control when editing. For example, it's easier to recover lost highlight or shadow details. And you have more control over the final color balance in your photo. Click here for our in-depth guide to using the VSCO app to shoot and edit beautiful iPhone photos.3. Camera+ 2 AppBest For: Long
exposures and control of background blur in portraitsSlow to capture impressively long exposuresPortrait mode with adjustable background blurryAction mode for motion motion photography Mode for close-up photographyManual control of shutter speed, ISO and white balanceSet focus and exposure separatelyShoot in
JPEG or RAW formatBuilt-in photo editor with Portrait mode depth effect editingPrice: $2.99Camera + 2 ($2.99) is a powerful camera app with a built-in photo editing package. It offers the same manual camera controls as VSCO. These include shutter speed, ISO, white balance, exposure and focus. But it also has
several recording functions, such as slow shutter mode, portrait mode, macro mode, and action mode. With slow shutter mode, you can take photos with long exposures of up to 30 seconds. Use this mode to capture beautiful waterfall and river images where the water looks silky smooth. If you have an iPhone with two
lenses (wide angle and telephoto), you have access to portrait mode in Camera+ 2.Just like portrait mode in the built-in Camera app, you can take photos with beautifully blurry backgrounds. It doesn't have the Portrait Lighting feature that you get in the built-in Camera app. But it has some other features that give you
amazing control over your portrait images. One feature is the ability to control the strength of the background blur. Now you can also check blur strength if you're using portrait mode in the built-in Camera app — but only if you have one of the latest iPhones (XR, XS, or XS Max). If you have an older iPhone with portrait
mode, you can use Camera+ 2 to adjust the blur. In Camera+ 2, you can also edit the foreground and background of the portrait image separately. For example, you can change the color or brightness of the background without affecting the foreground topic. If you're shooting close-ups, such as flowers or leaves, switch
to macro mode. This mode helps you achieve better focus and sharpness in close-ups. Action mode is perfect for shooting subjects in motion. It uses focus tracking to ensure that the subject remains in focus — even as they move around the frame. It also has a built-in series mode, so you can take many photos in quick
succession. As you can see, Camera + 2 offers a large amount of control. And the shooting modes provide an easy way to take pictures of different types of subjects. Camera+ 2 is the faster and more powerful rebuild of the popular Camera+ app. Click here to learn how to take and edit amazing iPhone photos with
Camera +.4. ProCamera AppBest For: Take high-quality photos and videos with DSLR-like controlPhoto, Video, Low light and HDR modePortrait mode with adjustable blur strengthManual shutter speed control, ISO and white balance Heistogram for controlling exposure levelsSet focus and exposure separatCture
images in JPEG, RAW, TIFF or HEIF formatBuilt-in photo editor with depth control in portrait modePrice: $5.99 (with in-app purchase) ProCamera ($5.99) offers DSLR-like control when taking photos and videos. All camera settings are easily accessible from the top or bottom of the screen. And adjustments are made a
simple slider. The ProCamera app includes manual controls, such as shutter speed, ISO, white balance, and exposure compensation. The white balance tool is more advanced than VSCO and Camera+ 2. In addition to the warm and cool color options, you can add a green or purple tint to your photo. You can take
pictures in automatic mode, full manual mode, or a semi-automatic mode called Shutter and ISO priority mode. It has a histogram to control exposure levels, a tilt meter to get the camera level, and an anti-shake setting for sharper images. Shooting modes include photo, video, low light and HDR. If you have an iPhone
with two lenses, you also have portrait mode. Like camera+ 2, portrait mode has a depth control function. So you can easily adjust the strength of the background blur after taking your photo. It is a low light mode to take pictures at night or in low light conditions. If you want even better quality of photos in low light, you can
buy Low Light+ mode for $3.99.HDR mode is also available for purchase for $2.99. This mode helps you capture more balanced exposures with lots of color and detail. Like VSCO and Camera+ 2, you can take photos in RAW or JPEG format. But ProCamera also has the ability to shoot in TIF format and the new HEIF
format. ProCamera also includes a set of photo editing tools for fine-tuning color and exposure. While it's great to have these tools in the app, the options are limited. It's better to use a dedicated photoshop app, such as Snapseed, to edit your photos. ProCamera has many advanced features. But it is very intuitive to use.
And if you are familiar with using a DSLR camera, you should feel at home with this app. Click here to read our in-depth guide to taking amazing photos with ProCamera.Best Camera App For iPhone: Which one should you choose? You've discovered the features of the top four camera apps for iPhone. But which
camera app is best for you? Built-in iPhone Camera AppIn most shooting situations, the built-in Camera app is the best camera app for iPhone photography. It is very easy to use. And it's full of amazing features. These include Live Photos, HDR, Burst Mode, Night Mode, Pano, Time-Lapse, Slo-Mo, Video and Portrait
Mode. But sometimes you may want more control over shutter speed, ISO and white balance. Maybe you want to take pictures with long exposure. Maybe you want to adjust the color balance before taking a shot. Or maybe you want to adjust the background blur when using portrait mode ... but you don't have that option
because you don't have one of the latest iPhones.In such cases, you'll need to use a third-party camera app. But which is best for your needs? VSCOThe free VSCO app is a good choice if you want to control shutter speed, ISO and white balance. The app is easy to navigate, and the excellent built-in photo editor is an
added bonus. VSCO however, some features that other apps offer. For example, it does not have portrait mode with depth control. Camera+ 2If you want more camera camera and shooting options, camera + 2 ($2.99) is an excellent choice. In addition to shutter speed, ISO and white balance, Camera+ 2 has a great set



of shooting modes. With portrait mode, you can control the amount of background blur in your photos. And you can even edit the foreground and background separately. Slow shutter mode helps you capture amazing long exposures. Action mode is perfect for capturing subjects in motion. And macro mode is great for
close-up photography. ProCameraFinally, if you're looking for a DSLR-like experience with your iPhone camera, you'll love ProCamera ($5.99). You can record videos as well as photos with this app. And it's easy to adjust shutter speed and ISO. The advanced white balance tool provides optimum control over the colors
in your photos. ProCamera has a portrait mode with depth control to adjust background blur. And you can buy more HDR and low light modes for photography under difficult lighting conditions. Relationship.
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